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Tips for understanding your plan…Deductibles, 
Copayments and coinsurance.

Start the conversation: 
Final Expense  
Insurance

According to the National Funeral Directors Association (NFDA) the median cost of a funeral with burial in 

2017 was $8755 while the median cost of a cremation can run between $1,600 and $3,000 but could run as high as 

$6,260 if it also includes a casket and burial. These figures exclude the costs for the cemetery, monument, flowers 

and obituary. 

Additional final costs will typically include final medical bills and outstanding credit card debt of the person 

who has passed on.

In a typical life insurance scenario, surviving family members may have to pay for the final expenses out of 

pocket and wait for the estate to go through probate before they are reimbursed for covering those final expens-

es. Then, the amount of money that the departed individual  left to specific family members in his/her Will is 

reduced by the total of the final expenses that are paid for directly out of the assets in the estate.

Final Expense Insurance (FEI) achieves several different things. FEI proceeds:

-are paid first to the funeral home/cemetery, etc., then any excess funds go to the beneficiaries and can be 

used to pay other final expenses, such as outstanding medical bills.

-cannot be attached by creditors

-are tax-free benefits 

-avoid probate and are paid out immediately upon the death of the insured

Insurance companies that offer FEI will generally offer it to an older target audience than a traditional insur-

ance carrier. Many policies cover individuals between the ages of 45 and 80. Some companies have “Simplified 

Issue” policies, which mean they typically ask minimal medical questions and tend to be less expensive. Other 

companies have “Guaranteed Issue” policies and the premiums are somewhat higher. Maximum benefits limits 

vary by company but tend to be in the $25,000 to $40,000 range. The majority is Whole Life policies.
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Final Expense Insurance is best suited for people over age 50 who:

-do not have insurance

-have insurance but poor products that will expire or become too expensive to keep beyond a certain age

-have health issues that preclude them from buying any additional traditional life insurance

-have insurance but do not want their final expenses to be paid out of the estate and thereby reduce what 

they are leaving to their loved ones

You may personally not be a candidate for Final Expense Insurance because you have adequate traditional 

life insurance in place to address your needs. Keep the following situations in mind where FEI might be a great 

fit: 

- For your parents or family members who might be uninsured or under-insured and you may be placed 

in a situation where you will be asked to pay for their final expenses out of pocket upon their passing

- For your employees who may have little or no life insurance

- For yourself if you are receiving disability insurance benefits and may be uninsurable for a traditional life 

insurance policy 

It is always best to try to secure a traditional life insurance policy to meet your financial needs and goals. But, 

in situations where that is not feasible due to age or health Final Expense Insurance may be the solution you are 

looking for.


